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Message
from
the Principal
Ms Santosh Vyas
“The measure of intelligence is the ability to change”.
With these words, Albert Einstein emphasizes how essential and desirable change
is.
Namaskar!
I wish the respected Members of SMC, valued parents and treasured children a
marvellous morning. I am truly honoured to share with you all the academic
achievements of our students as I welcome you all to Scholar Badge Ceremony
2020-21.
Every new day brings with it immense possibilities to make our lives much better.
Dear children, as a brand-new day smiles at us with new opportunities, new hopes,
new promises, it’s time to rise and shine. The occasion to address you all never
fails to bring me joy.
2020-21 was a year like no other. In the face of the suffering spawned by the
pandemic, I want you all to know how fortunate you are to have endured these
tough times. I can imagine there were times when it was difficult for you to make
sense of the world around you and you at times, experienced mood fluctuations,
emotional outbursts, meltdowns and temper tantrums. The world was locked
down but your energy wasn’t.

Beloved children, with your loving heart, caring disposition and indomitable spirit,
you rose to the occasion and were ready to take on the world. I can see how you
all have grown up and evolved to the finest talent. Sometimes, ordeals bring out
the best in people and there’s no denying the fact that you have accepted the
situation with courage, grace and most importantly, with compassion. There were
many occasions where you have proved that you honoured Revered Dadaji’s
ideals and made us all proud of your endeavours.
I want to congratulate each one of you. Today is a day we celebrate your hard
work and effort. All of you deserve to be cherished for meeting the previous and
current sessions head on. But while you celebrate what has been accomplished,
you shouldn’t forget the love and support provided by your parents, teachers and
family.
Make sure to acknowledge their efforts as you have always imbibed the attitude
of gratitude from the school ethos. Make the best of this year- learn a new hobby,
spend more time with your family, make lots of memories- these treasures will
hold out for a long time and years later, you will have a story worth remembering.
We, at SVISG, are always committed to providing our students an environment
where they can absorb all the good values, learn new skills every day. I am very
happy that our teachers are not leaving any stone unturned to create a teachinglearning experience where each learner is encouraged to explore beyond the
curriculum.
If you want to be good, then change, if you want to be better, then change often
and if you want to be the best, then change every day.
Stay safe. Stay healthy, stay happy
Lots of Love
and
Best Wishes
Principal
SVISG

Congratulatory Message from the Headmistress

Ms Deepti Sharma
Congratulations to all the students on their academic excellence!
Accomplishing at a particular level is commendable and even more creditable is achieving year
after year, grade after grade, which our students have, thereby proving their mettle. I am
confident that these accomplishments will continue, with sustained efforts on their part.
The teacher- student- parent connect established during the pandemic helped ensure that
learning never stopped. The change in the transactional learning environment was taken as a
stepping stone and as a result students have performed exceptionally well. Compliments to
the parents as well, for supporting the Teaching-Learning process!
I therefore recognize the efforts put in by all my girls on the extremely important academic
front as well as in supplementing their knowledge by learning newer skills so as to make their
educational journey, more holistic.
Wishing the very best for my girls! Keep it up!

Best Wishes
Headmistress (SVISG)

Junior School
Links to Scholar Badges
 Class I:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fXwe8P8OQyAeX3VuSPhBhb1eGmHFDBqi/view
?usp=sharing
 Class II:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iPJjmFaGAbBRqcgD4XiRzdbZxYBjns4/view?usp=sharing
 Class III:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QGbiGNHrNGJqaF4W6r4JYcSi32TP1Nl/view?usp=sharing
 Class IV:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PKT8YmBio1YLohgJN96EKWa_qflpakc/view?usp=sharing
 Class V:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W9oPqT7mjuI8yRSAQgkD9zhPQnNQzfz/view?usp=sharing
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